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Across

Pippa's half sister and Walt's daughter1.
Billie's Older Sister2.
Billie's last name5.
Man that the main character is in love
with at the end of the book

6.

Pippa's old...safe...boyfriend7.
First word of the book's title8.
Pippa's adoptive sister's name, born
shortly after Pippa was adopted.

11.

Third word of the book's title13.
Billie's obese manic depressive sister18.
Billie's secretary21.
Pippa's English adptive cousin whose
parents are currently living in Pakistan

22.

Full name of the main character23.
Pippa's last name24.
Author's first name26.
Sold his car to Pippa28.
Color of Pippa's Moped31.
Pippa's adoptive cousin whom she was
in love with in Austrialia when she was
17 and taking a year off before
university

32.

Nick's son's name33.
A well known artist that Billie helped
to launch into his career

36.

Adoptive father of Pippa37.
Pippi's sibling that died at birth38.
Pippa sold telephone ads for this
International Magazine.

39.

Adoptive mom of Pippa41.
Pippa's roommate43.
where Pippa was born44.
Billie's black cat.45.

Down

Pippa's cousin on Billie's side that
looks like Pippa with Red hair, but has
no arms or legs because she threw
herself off a bridge and tried to kill
herself.

1.

Pippa's first car3.
Pippa's half brother and Billie's son.4.
shortened name of the main character5.
Pippa's half brother(& Irish Twin) &
Walt's son.

9.

Billie's Dad10.
Author's last name12.
name of Pippa's car that she bought
from Marvin

14.

Billie's not very trustworthy company
accountant

15.

Man whom Pippa thought she loved16.
Nick's wife's name17.
Miles bought Pippa a matching one for
her birhday.

18.

Neville's nickname for Phillippa19.
Boarding school disciplinarian20.
Second Word of the book's Title25.
Natural Father of Pippa27.
Billie's stepmother29.
Pippa's adoptive parents dog30.
Name of publications company that
Pippa worked for.

32.

First name is Tom & he fired Billie
because she drank a lot

34.

Neville bought this for Pippa when she
went to University & it had a volume
control.

35.

Natural mother of Pippa40.
Nick's daughter's name42.
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